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ABSTRACT

In 1991, the Laboratoire Europeen pour la Physisque des Particules (CERN) has

launched the fabrication in industry of seven 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture dipole

magnet prototypes for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Three of these prototypes

were built in Italy, in collaboration with the Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare

(INFN), by Ansaldo Energia S.p.A., two were built in Germany by Noell GmbH, one

was built in France by a consortium constituted by Jeumont Industries and GEC

Alsthom, and the last one was built by a consortium constituted by Elin in Austria and

Holec in the Netherlands. In this paper, we review the design and specific features of

the seven LHC dipole magnet prototypes.
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1 DESIGN AND FABRICATION OVERVIEW

The seven LHC dipole magnet prototypes rely on a so-called twin-aperture

design, combining two identical coil assemblies within a same cold mass. The magnets

are designed to produce a field of the order of 10 T at 15000 A and the coil assemblies

are connected electrically so that the field is of opposite direction in the two apertures.

The coil assemblies have an inner diameter of 50 mm. Each coil assembly is

constituted by two symmetrical half coil assemblies referred to as poles, and each pole

is constituted by two saddle shape coils, referred to as inner and outer coils. The coils

of a given pole are wound from different cables and are joined by an internal splice.

The coil assembly geometry is the same for all seven prototypes and corresponds to the

so-called pink book design [1]. In the long straight section, it approximates a two-layer,

cosine-theta distribution of conductors. Figure 1 presents a cross-sectional view of a

coil assembly quadrant. The inner layer counts 13 turns, divided into four blocks by

three copper wedges. Starting from the coil assembly midplane, the number of turns

per block is: 4-4-3-2. The outer layer counts 24 turns, divided into two blocks by one

copper wedge. Starting from the coil assembly midplane, the number of turns per block

is: 9-15.

All coil assemblies rely on end parts which were machined from epoxy

impregnated fiberglass (Gil) tubes, except for the Elin/Holec prototype. The coil end

parts of the Elin Holec prototype were casted from bronze and were coated with

alumine (A12O3) for electrical insulation. The choice of casted bronze stems from Elin's

experience with the manufacturing of Nb,Sn coils where coil components have to

sustain a heat treatment near 700 °C for several days. There is no such requirement for

NbTi coils and this technology has the disadvantage that, due to the A12O3 coating, the

parts cannot be re-machined during coil winding to better fit conductor positioning, as

was done for the Gl 1 spacers.

The coil assemblies are mechanically constrained, both radially and axially. The

radial support is provided by means of laminated collars which are designed also to pre-

compress the coils azimuthally. The axial support is provided by means of thick end

plates. The collared-coil assembly is surrounded by a yoke made of laminated low-

carbon steel. The cold mass is completed by an austenitic steel outer shell, also called

the shrinking cylinder, which is welded around the yoke. The outer shell and the end

plates delimit the containment vessel for the 2 K, 100 kPa superfluid helium bath. The

cold mass overall length is of about 10 m.



The Ansaldo and Noell prototypes use similar aluminum alloy collars, which are

common to both coil assemblies and which are surrounded by a two-piece, vertically-

split yoke. The Ansaldo prototypes include also aluminum spacers which are designed

to control the closure of the yoke midplane gap [2]. The Alsthom/Jeumont prototype

uses separate, aluminum alloy collars with a two-piece, vertically-split yoke. The

Elin/Holec prototype uses separate, stainless steel collars with a three-piece, vertically

split yoke. Figures 2(a) through 2(d) present cross-sectional views of the various cold

mass designs, while Table 1 summarizes salient features of the prototypes.

In the case of the Ansaldo and Noell prototypes, two laminated, low carbon steel

inserts are added at the top and bottom of the collars' central part to reduce the field

distortions arising from left/right asymmetries in the yoke surrounding each aperture

taken individually. The yoke inner radius is 100.5 mm and the distance between the

two beam axes is 180 mm. In the case of the Alsthom/Jeumont prototype, the yoke

halves are slid around the two collared-coil assemblies which are separated by a non-

magnetic stainless-steel spacer. The yoke inner radius is 111.0 mm and the inter-beam

distance is 219 mm. For the FJin/Holec prototype, the spacing between the collared-

coil assemblies is given by the central part of the three-piece yoke. The yoke inner

radius is 93.0 mm and the inter-beam distance is 200 mm. Tables 2 and 3 summarize

radial and axial dimensions of selected cold mass components of the various prototypes.

Within the Alsthom/Jeumont consortium, Jeumont Industries had the

responsibility of winding and curing the coils and of assembling the poles up to the

internal splice between, the two layers. The four poles were then delivered to GEC

Alsthom for final coil assembly and all subsequent operations. A similar division of

work was followed by the Elin/Holec consortium, with Elin taking the responsibility of

pole fabrication and Holec doing everything else.

The mechanical design of the Ansaldo and Noell prototypes [3,4] is similar to that

of a series of three 1-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture dipole magnet models built in

industry: one by Ansaldo (MTA-A), one by Jeumont Industries (MTA-JS) and one by

Holec (MTA-H) [5,6]. The mechanical design of the Elin/Holec prototype is identical

to the mechanical design of the first 1-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture dipole magnet

model assembled at CERN (MTA-CERN) [7,8], while that of the Alsthom/Jeumont

prototype is an original design. Model magnet MTA-JS was the first LHC dipole

magnet model to reach 10 T, albeit after a rather long training [8]. It was soon followed

by model magnet MTA-CERN, which reached a record field of 10.5 T (Note that the

training curve presented in [8] is incomplete).



2 NOTATIONS

The three Ansaldo prototypes are referred to as MTP1A1, MTP1A2 and

MTP1A3. The two Noell prototypes are referred to as MTP1N1 and MTP1N2. The

Alsthom/Jeumont prototype is referred to as MTP1AJ and the Elin/Holec prototype is

referred to as MTP1EH.

The two apertures of a given prototype are identified by facing the magnet from

the connection end. (The connection end is the magnet end where the current leads feed

the coils). Aperture 1 is the aperture on the left-hand side, while Aperture 2 is the

aperture on the right-hand side.

For a given aperture, a rectangular coordinate system (O,x,yj.) is defined by

facing the magnet from the connection end so that O is at the aperture center, the x-axis

is horizontal and points towards the right, the y-axis is vertical and points upwards, and

the z-axis is parallel to the magnet axis and is oriented from the non-connection end to

the connection end. (The non-connection end is the magnet end opposite to the

connection end).

Within a given aperture, and far from the magnet ends, the field can be considered

as two-dimensional and is conveniently represented by a power series expansion

+ 00
By{x,y) + iBx(x,y) = Bx 10-4 ^ {K+ i f ln

where Bx and By are the x- and j-components of the field, B\ is the dipole field, bn and

an are the normal and skew 2n-pole coefficients, and i?ref is the reference radius. (For

LHC magnets, i?ref = 10 mm.)

The coil assemblies are connected electrically so that the dipole field is positive in

Aperture 1 and negative in Aperture 2.
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3 CABLE PARAMETERS

Inner and outer coils are wound from flat, two-layer, slightly keystoned

Rutherford-type cables. The inner coil cable is made of 26 strands (nominal strand

diameter 1.286 mm). It has a nominal radial width of 17 mm, a nominal small-edge

thickness of 2.04 mm and a nominal large-edge thickness of 2.48 mm. Its lay pitch

length is of the order of 120 mm. The outer coil cable is made of 40 strands (nominal

strand diameter 0.838 mm). Its nominal radial width is also 17 mm, but it has a

nominal small-edge thickness of 1.30 mm and a nominal large-edge thickness of

1.65 mm. Its lay pitch length is also of the order of 120 mm.

The cable strands consist of thousands of 53% Nb-47% Ti filaments, twisted

together and embedded in a matrix of high purity copper. The nominal filament

diameter is 5 im and the filament twist pitch is of the order of 25 mm. The inner cable

strands count about 26,000 filaments while the outer cable strands count about 9,400

filaments. Inner and outer cable strands are coated with a thin layer of 95% Sn-5% Ag

solder (about 1 ̂ im thick).

Table 4(a) summarizes salient parameters of the inner strands and cables used in

the seven LHC 50-mm-aperture, 10-m-long dipole magnet prototypes, while Table 4(b)

summarizes salient parameter of the outer strands and cables. The strands were

purchased from four different manufacturers: GEC Alsthom in France (referred to as

ALS), Europa Metalli S.p.A. in Italy (referred to as LMI), Otokumpu in Finland

(referred to as OUT) and Vacuumschmelze GmbH in Germany (referred to as VAC).

The four manufacturers used a multi-stacking process for strand production. The ALS

and LMI strands were cabled in house. The OUT strands were cabled by New England

Electric Wire in the United States (referred to as NEW). The inner strands produced by

Vacuumschmelze were cabled in house while the outer strands were cabled by GEC

Alsthom.

Among other parameters, Tables 4(a) and 4(b) summarize the twist directions of

both strands and cables. (A twist direction similar to that of a right-handed screw is

designated by the letter Z, while a twist direction similar to that of a left-handed screw

is designated by the letter S). It is usually preferred to have opposite twist directions for

strands and cables in order to limit strand deformation during cabling and to avoid

residual cable twist. Furthermore, the cable twist direction affects the cable behavior

during winding of coil ends. For instance, a Z-twisted cable has a tendency to open up

at the beginning and to close down at the end of a clockwise turn, while a S-twisted

cable has the opposite tendency: it closes down at the beginning and it opens up at the

end of a clockwise turn. Most coil manufacturers prefer to wind cables which open up



at the beginning and close down at the end of turns, because, at the turn beginning, the

opening can be limited by using the winding tension to flatten the cable against the

mandrel. For LHC dipole magnets, the inner coils are wound counter-clockwise while

the outer coils are wound clockwise. Hence, the preferred cable twist directions are: S

for inner coil cables and Z for outer coil cables. All inner coil cables have the preferred

twist direction, except for the cables used in the inner coils of magnet MTP1N2, while

the only magnet using outer coil cables with the preferred twist direction is MTP1AJ.

(Note that outer-layer coil ends have larger radii of curvature and therefore are easier to

wind than inner-layer coil ends).

Another issue that may be taken into account while choosing cable twist direction

is the respective orientation of the inner and outer cable strands directly in contact at the

internal splice between the two layers of a given pole. Indeed, depending on twist

direction, the strands can either be parallel or perpendicular. It is believed that it is

preferable to have strands running perpendicularly because it forces a more uniform

transfer of current from the strands of the inner cable to the strands of the outer cable.

This may help reducing the risk of large current unbalance among cable strands. All

seven prototypes use the same kind of internal splice which has been described

elsewhere [9]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the inner layer pole turn conductor is bent

radially in its plane and is ramped up to the outer coil radius (this section is referred to

as the layer jump). Once at the outer coil radius, the conductor is bent in a hairpin-like

manner to be brought into contact with the inner surface of the outer coil pole turn

conductor on the other side of the pole assembly. Finally, inner and outer coil

conductors are spliced together over a length exceeding slightly their respective lay

pitches. In this splice configuration, it can be verified that inner and outer cables with

opposite twist directions have strands running parallel to each other on the faces which

are in contact, while cables with the same twist directions have strands running

perpendicularly. Hence, contrary to the previous criterion, one would prefer to use

inner and outer cables with the same twist direction. This was the case of the cables

used in the three Ansaldo magnets and in magnets MTP1N1 and MTP1EH, while

magnets MTP1N2 and MTP1AJ use cables with opposite twist directions. (Note that

the cables used in magnet MTP1N2 meet neither the twist criterion on winding nor the

twist criterion on splicing.)

The last columns of Tables 4(a) and 4(b) indicate that a number of cables

produced by GEC Alsthom were subjected to an annealing step either on-line with the

cabling operation or on cable spools. This annealing step was added to reduce the

thermal shrinkage resulting from coil curing.
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4 CABLE INSULATION

For both inner and outer coils, the cable insulation consists of two layers of

polyimide films (Kapton® type-H purchased from Dupont in the United States)

completed by a fiber tape impregnated with B-stage epoxy (purchased from Isovolta in

Austria). The innermost polyimide layer is 25-p.m thick and is wrapped helically with a

50% overlap. The second polyimide layer is 12.5-(xm thick and is wrapped with a 50%

overlap. The nominal thickness of the impregnated tape is 120 \im and the resin content

is of the order of 20% in weight. The tape is wrapped helically on top of the polyimide

layers with a 2-mm gap. This gap is left to set up cooling channels. In magnetic

computations, the total insulation thickness under compression is assumed to be 90 ixm

per large conductor face (in the coil azimuthal direction) and 200 fxm per small

conductor face (in the coil radial direction).

For the cables used in the Ansaldo and Noell prototypes, the wrapping direction

of the polyimide films is opposite to the cable twist direction and is the same for both

layers, as shown in Fig. 4(a). For the cables used in the Alsthom/Jeumont and

Elin/Holec prototypes, the wrapping direction of the innermost polyimide layer is the

same as the cable twist direction while that of the outermost polyimide layer is opposite,

as shown in Fig. 4(b). In all cases, the wrapping direction of the impregnated tape is

opposite to that of the outermost polyimide layer. Regarding the wrapping directions of

the polyimide layers, it may be preferable to have them in opposite directions to limit

the residual twist of insulated cable and to maintain cable compaction during winding.

For all cables, except those used in the inner coils of the Holec/Elin prototype, the

tape support is fiberglass H with a special surface treatment to improve sliding. The

support of the tape used for the inner coil cables of the Holec/Elin prototype consists of

Kevlar fibers in the longitudinal direction and glass H fibers in the transverse direction.

Kevlar has better mechanical properties than glass in tension but not in compression and

was added to improve shear behavior. (Note, however, that Kevlar has a slightly

negative thermal expansion coefficient (integrated between 4.2 K and room

temperature) along the fiber directions [10] and that glass fibers are needed to

compensate for this effect).
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5 COIL ASSEMBLY

Figure 5 presents a generic drawing of a coil assembly quadrant, while Tables 5(a)

and 5(b) summarize the various components which constitute the coil assemblies of the

seven LHC 50-mm-aperture, 10-m-long dipole magnet prototypes. These components

are discussed in detail in Sections 5.1 through 5.7.

5.1 INTER-LAYER SPACER

For the seven prototypes, the inner and outer coils of each pole are separated by a

500-fxm-thick, epoxy impregnated fiberglass (Gil) spacer. This spacer, referred to as

inter-layer spacer, is cut out in a fishbone pattern to set up cooling channels between

the two layers.

5.2 INTER-POLE INSULATION

The upper and lower poles of each coil assembly are insulated from each other by

means of polyimide (Kapton®) caps, referred to as midplane caps. For the Ansaldo,

Noell and Alsthom/Jeumont coil assemblies, there are four 125-fim-thick midplane caps

(one on each side of each pole) which encapsulate the mating faces of both inner and

outer coils at the same time. For the Elin/Holec coil assemblies, the midplane caps are

50 \xm thick and are different for the inner and outer coils.

Furthermore, in the case of the Ansaldo, Noell and Alsthom/Jeumont coil

assemblies, there are four additional L-shaped, 25-pim-thick polyimide (Kapton®)

reinforcements, with a 40-fxm-thick adhesive on one side, which are positioned within

the midplane caps, in order to cover the outer edges of the inner coils' mating faces.

5.3 GROUND INSULATION

The ground insulation is provided by four 125-fim-thick polyimide (Kapton®)

foils which cover the outer layer of the coil assemblies and extend over the outer coil

pole faces (with the exception of magnet MTP1AJ which counts only three foils; the

missing foil was included in the sandwich-type heater as explained in section 5.4). It is

completed by six 125-fxm-thick polyimide (Kapton®) caps, referred to as pole caps,

covering both inner and outer coil pole faces. The three Ansaldo prototypes and magnet

MTP1EH also include additionnal 125-pim-thick polyimide (Kapton®) pole caps,

covering only the inner coil pole faces (one per inner coil pole face for the Ansaldo

prototypes and two for the Elin/Holec prototype).
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5.4 QUENCH PROTECTION HEATER

In all prototypes, a quench protection heater is inserted between the outer layer of

the coil assembly and the innermost foil of ground insulation. As described in Ref. [9],

the heater consists of 15-mm-wide, 25-^m-thick stainless steel strips which are copper

clad at regular intervals along their lengths. For all prototypes, except magnet

MTPIAJ, the heater strips are glued on the outer surface of a 125-nm-thick polyimide

(Kapton®) foil. In the case of magnet MTPIAJ, the strips are sandwiched between two

such foils (this explains why, in this magnet, there is one less ground insulation foil than

in other magnets). The foils supporting or sandwiching the heater strips cover the outer

layer of the coil assemblies and, except for the three Ansaldo magnets, extend over the

outer coil pole faces. In all prototypes, the foils are cut at the midplane and do not

extend over the polyimide caps to avoid overthicknesses.

5.5 COIL PROTECTION SHEET

After installation of the quench protection heaters and of the ground insulation,

the insulated coil assemblies are surrounded by coil protection sheets. These sheets

provide a smooth and continuous contact surface to the outer coils and the ground

insulation and protect them against the serrated edges of collars. The three Ansaldo

prototypes use a 700-(a,m-thick sheet made of stainless steel (316LN). The two Noell

prototypes and magnet MTPIAJ use a 700-um-thick sheet made of bronze (CuSris F48).

Magnet MTP1EH uses a 500-|j,m-thick sheet made of beryllium-copper (BeCu) covered

on the inside by a 150-jxm-thick polyimide (Kapton®) sheet.

5.6 COLLARING SHIMS

The coil assemblies also include two sets of shims, referred to as collaring shims,

which are used to adjust coil azimuthal prestress. The shims thicknesses are determined

from measurements of the coils' stress/strain curves, performed, after curing

completion, for loading/unloading cycles representative of the collaring process. They

are uniform along the coil assemblies' straight sections, but may be different for the

special collar packs over the ends.

The shims of the first set, referred to as pole shims, are made of epoxy-

impregnated fiberglass (Gil) and are placed at the collar poles, either between the

collar pole faces and the pole insulation caps (Noell and Alsthorn/Jeumont prototypes)

or within the pole insulation caps (Ansaldo prototypes). Magnet MTP1EH is equipped

with two kinds of pole shims: cpoxy-impregnated fiberglass (Gl 1) shims placed outside
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the pole insulation caps, and adhesive polyimide (Kapton®) strips placed within the

pole insulation caps (inner layer only). Furthermore, the pole shims used in the

Ansaldo prototypes are machined with helium canals on the sides in contact with the

coil pole faces.

The shims of the second set, referred to as midplane shims, are made of polyimide

(Kapton®) strips and are placed at the coil assembly midplane, either within the

midplane caps (Noell prototypes) or outside the midplane caps (magnet MTP1EH).

(The Ansaldo prototypes and magnet MTP1AJ do not include miplane shims).

The collaring shims provide a mean, in the course of a magnet R&D program, to

correct for discrepancies in coil mechanical properties and to adjust coil azimuthal

prestress. However they can degrade field quality, for the pole shims modify the coil

pole angle and the midplane shims displace the coil assembly midplane. For instance, it

can be estimated that an increase of +100 \im in the thickness of the inner layer pole

shims (respectively, the outer layer pole shims) in all four quadrants results in +0.64

units (respectively, +0.58 units) of normal sextupole coefficient (£3) [11]. Similarly,

the implementation of +50 jxm thick midplane shims in all four quadrants of the coil

assembly inner layer (respectively, of the coil assembly outer layer) results in

-0.67 units (respectively, -0.18 units) of 63. Furthermore, the use of left/right or

top/bottom asymmetric shims results in non-zero normal or skew quadrupole and

sextupole coefficients which are highly undesirable in a particle accelerator. For

instance, the implementation of +50 fim thick midplane shims in the top two quadrants

only of the coil assembly inner layer (respectively, of the assembly coil outer layer)

results in -0.73 units of skew quadrupole coefficient (02) and -0.33 units of 63

(respectively, -0.43 units of 02 and -0.09 units of £3). In production, it is therefore

desirable to avoid the use of collaring shims, and to work on the tooling and on the

assembly processes in order to manufacture coils of the right dimensions and with the

right mechanical properties.

5.7 POLE SLIDING SHEETS

Finally, the Noell prototypes are equipped with 500-fim-thick, L-shaped sheets,

referred to as pole sliding sheets, which are made of bronze (CuSrig). These sheets are

placed between the collars and the inner-layer pole shims and cover the inner-layer pole

angle. Magnet MTP1EH is equipped also with pole sliding sheets, but those are

constituted of a 200-^m-thick, L-shaped sheet, made of bronze (CuSn6) covered on one

side with a 100-^im-thick, adhesive polyimide (Kapton®) tape.
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6 COLLAR DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY

As described in the overview, the coil assemblies are mechanically constrained by

means of laminated collars which are designed also to provide azimuthal pre-

compression. Table 6 presents a summary of the collar designs and assemblies for the

seven 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

6.1 ANSALDO AND NOELL PROTOTYPES

The Ansaldo and Noell prototypes use identical aluminum alloy collars, which are

common to the two apertures, and which are referred to as combined collars. The

aluminum alloy (2046 T6) was purchased from Amag in Austria. The collar

laminations are 3 mm thick and were fine blanked by Malvestiti in Italy. There are two

types of collar laminations, referred to as main and floating, which are designed to be

mated. The collar radial width (defined as the outer radius minus the radius of the outer

coil cavity) is 38.5 mm.

Main and floating collars are stacked alternately into packs. The packs are held

together by four austenitic steel (316 LN) assembly rods. The rods are slightly

oversized compared to the collar pack assembly holes and they are inserted after having

been plunged into a liquid nitrogen bath. The packs are assembled by pairs, one starting

with a main collar, and the other starting with a floating collar, so that, when placed

around the coil assemblies, the collars of a given pair fit into one another. To facilitate

the mating of the collar packs, as well as helium cooling and venting, an axial spacing is

ensured between every lamination by means of 50-fim-thick washers put on the

assembly rods. The washers of the Ansaldo prototypes are made of polyimide

(Kapton®), while those of the Noell prototypes are in aluminum.

The Ansaldo prototypes count: 1) fifty one 169-mm-long pairs of packs plus one

special pair of packs, of nominal length 276 mm, over the coil assemblies' straight

sections, 2) one 151-mm-long pair of packs over the coil assemblies' layer jumps and

internal splices and 3) one 196-mm-long and one 36-mm-long pair of packs at both

ends of the coil assemblies. The Noell prototypes count: 1) one hundred and two 86-

mm-long pairs of packs plus one special pair of packs, of nominal length 86 mm over

the coil assemblies' straight section, 2) one 80-mm-long and one 86-mm-long pair of

packs pack over the coil assemblies' layer jumps and internal splices and 3) three 67-

mm-long and one 37-mm-long pairs of packs at both ends of the coil assemblies. The

length of the special pair is adjusted in order to ensure a full coverage of the coil
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assemblies' straight sections. Note that the collar packs used in the Noell prototypes are

shorter than those used in the Ansalso prototypes, which make them easier to handle.

Once they are all put in place, the pairs of collar packs are locked around the coil

assemblies by means of three, full-length, austenitic steel (316 LN) tie rods. The tie

rods are housed at the collars' midplane: one at the center and two on both sides. The

central rod has a nominal diameter of 22 mm while the side rods have a nominal

diameter of 14 mm.

The technique of locking the collars around the coil assemblies by means of full-

size rodes was that used for the HERA dipole magnets [12]. The advantages of this

technique are threefold: 1) the whole magnet is collared at once, 2) the rods can easily

be taken out and the collaring operation can be repeated if needed, and 3) the plastic

deformations of the collars around the rod housing holes are limited, and the collar

packs can be taken out and may be re-used if needed. There are however a number of

drawbacks. First, it requires a powerful, full-length collaring press, which has to be

very rigid, very tightly toleranced and very well aligned. Second, and as described in

Ref. [13], in order to insert the tie rods into the collar housing holes, one has to press on

the central part and on the two sides (also referred to as extensions) of the collar packs

until a proper clearance is obtained. This requires a large force per press unit length,

which, if not properly applied, may result in large coil overpressure.

To limit the force requirement and reduce coil overpressure, advantage can be

taken from the fact that the collars can be bent or elongated and the collaring is

performed in several steps. First, reduced vertical forces are applied to the collars'

central part and extensions, and rods of smaller diameters than the design ones are

inserted into the three housing holes. Once the rods are inserted, the reduced vertical

forces are removed. Then a large vertical force is applied to the collars' central part,

which pulls on the nearby collars' arms and stretches them slightly, and the small

diameter rod at the collars' center is replaced by the final one. Once the rod is inserted,

the large vertical force on the collars' central part is removed, but the rod keeps the

nearby collars' arms in tension. Next, large vertical forces are applied to the collars'

extensions, which, this time, put the arms of the collars' sides into tension, and the two

remaining small diameter rods are replaced by the final ones. Once again, after

insertion of the rods, the large vertical forces on the collars' extensions are removed, but

the rods keep the arms on the collars' sides in tension.

The stcpwise collaring technique described above was developed as the LHC

dipole magnet program went along, but the collaring press available at Ansalso (which

delivers a maximum force of 9 MN/m), was not powerful enough and it was not

possible to insert the nominal diameter rods. Some progresses were realized, however,
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from magnet to magnet and the central rod diameter is 21.90 mm for magnet MTP1A1,

21.95 mm for magnet MTP1A2 and 22.00 mm for magnet MTP1A3. The side rods'

diameter is 13.95 mm for all three magnets. The larger collaring press available at

Noell (which delivers a maximum force of 14 MN/m) allowed the insertion of nominal

diameters rods, but those of magnet MTPINI were hammered into place, while those of

magnet MTP1N2 were plunged, beforehand, into liquid nitrogen.

6.2 ALSTHOM/JEUMONT PROTOTYPE

The Alsthom/Jeumont prototype use aluminum alloy collars, which are separate

for the two apertures. The aluminum alloy (5083 G35 DIN) was purchased from

Reynolds, a French dealer. The collar laminations are 3 mm thick and were fine

blanked by Garconnet in France. The collar radial width is 43.2 mm.

As for other prototypes, there are two types of collar laminations (main and

floating), but unlike for other prototypes, main and floating collars are not stacked into

packs: they are joined by pairs using austenitic rivets [14]. An axial spacing is ensured

between collar pairs by means of 60-fim-thick embosses obtained during punching of

the laminations. Collar pairs were preferred to collar packs because they are easier to

position around the coil assembly and they reduce the risk of damaging the ground

insulation. Also, the packing factor of the collar pairs can be adjusted by pressing at

regular intervals using a specific fixture mounted on the coil assembly.

Once they are all put in place, the collar pairs are locked around each coil

assembly by means of four, full-length, austenitic steel (316 LN) tie rods. There are

two tie rods on each side of the collared-coil assembly, one right above and one right

below the collared-coil assembly midplane. The tie rods have a diameter of 16 mm.

The two superimposed tie rods configuration offer some advantage over the single rod

configuration: it prevents the arms of the top and bottom collar pairs from pivoting with

respect to each other. This enhances the rigidity of the collar arms near the midplane in

a manner similar to that of collars locked by two keys (see section 6.3).

There is one weakness in the design of the collar pairs used for the

Alsthom/Jeumont prototype. When mating a top and a bottom pair, the long arms of

top main collar lamination are supposed to fit into the short arms of the bottom floating

collar lamination and vice versa. To allow insertion of the tie rods, the rod housing

holes located on the long arms of the top and bottom main collar laminations have to be

more or less aligned, especially along the horizontal diameter. In the case of the

Ansaldo and Noell collars, this is realized by means of a notch at the end of the floating

collar arm which guides a finger sticking out of the main collar arm, as illustrated in
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Fig. 6(a). There is no such feature in the case of the Alsthom/Jeumont collars, where

the areas of contact between the extremities of main and floating collar arms are all

rounded up, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). Hence, the collar pairs have to be very carefully

aligned during the collaring operation, which is not optimum for industrial production.

Furthermore, in the absence of a guide, there is room for the main collar arm to move

inwardly before being blocked by the floating collar arm. This reduces the effective

spring rate of the collared-coil assembly along the horizontal diameter [15], and may

result in coil or ground insulation damage when the yoke halves apply large horizontal

forces during shell welding.

6.3 ELIN/HOLEC PROTOTYPE

The Elin/Holec prototype uses stainless steel collars, which are separate for the

two apertures. The stainless steel (UNS 21904) was purchased from Ugine in France.

The collar laminations are 2 mm thick and were fine blanked by Garconnet in France.

The collar radial width is 31 mm. Note that the greater stiffness of stainless steel

(195 GPa at room temperature, 203 GPa at 4.2 K) compared to that of aluminum alloy

(72 GPa at room temperature, 80 GPa at 4.2 K) imposes a reduction in lamination

thickness (2 mm compared to 3 mm) to facilitate the punching operation. However, it

allows a reduction in radial width (31 mm compared to 38.5 mm for the combined

aluminum alloy collars and 43.2 mm for the separate aluminum alloy collars), which

brings the iron yoke closer to the coil assembly, and results in an enhancement of the

magnet transfer function. As an illustration, the transfer function of magnet MTP1EH

was measured to be 0.702 T/kA between 6 and 7 kA [16] while that of magnet

MTP1A2 was measured to be 0.682 T/kA (also between 6 and 7 kA) [17].

As for other prototypes, there are two types of collar laminations (main and

floating), which are stacked alternately into pairs of packs. The packs are held together

by four austenitic steel (316 LN) assembly rods which are forced into place under a

press. An axial spacing is ensured between every collar lamination by means of 8O-(o,m-

thick embosses obtained during punching.

Magnet MTP1EH counts: 1) one hundred and twelve 79.04-mm-long pairs of

packs over each coil assembly straight section, 2) one 79.04-mm-long plus one 87.36-

mm-long pairs of packs over each coil assembly layer jump and internal splice and

3) two 79.04-mm-long and one 87.33-mm-long pairs of packs at both ends of each coil

assembly. Note that, similarly to the Noell prototypes, magnet MTP1EH use shorter

packs than the Ansaldo prototypes, which are easier to handle and to position over the

coil assemblies.
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Once they are put in place, the pairs of collar packs are locked around each coil

assembly by means of 450-mm-Iong, non-magnetic, stainless steel (316 LN) tapered

keys inserted into keyways at the collar sides. There are two keyways on each side of

the collared-coil assembly, one right above and one right below the collared-coil

assembly midplane. The angle of the key taper was chosen to have a good friction

coefficient between keys and keyways to prevent the keys from falling off once the

collaring force is released.

The technique of locking the collars around the coil assemblies by means of short-

length, tapered keys was that used for SSC dipole magnets [18]. The advantages of this

technique are fourfold: 1) the coil assembly can be collared in sections, therefore

limiting the size and the power of the collaring press that is required, 2) the keyways

need not to be fully open and perfectly aligned to drive the tapered keys in, which

reduces the vertical force needed to start key insertion and limits coil overpressure

during collaring, 3) part of the horizontal force applied to drive the keys in can be used

to complete opening of the keyways while pre-tensioning and elongating the nearby

collar arms, limiting relaxation of the keyed assembly once the collaring forces are

released, and 4) similarly to the two superimposed rods configuration, the splitting into

two keys reduces the amount of matter that is taken out at the collar midplane, while

preventing any pivoting of the top and bottom collar arms with respect to each other.

(Note that the keys used in magnet MTP1EH had an aspect ratio closed to one. The

localization and the aspect ratio of the keys can be further optimized to limit even more

the weakening of the collar arms dues to punching of the keyways as well as the keyed

assembly relaxation. This was done for the first 1-m-long, 56-mm-twin-aperture dipole

magnet model assembled at CERN (MFISC), which, to date, has been the most

successful LHC dipole magnet model ever built [19,20].)

The tapered-key collaring technique has one major drawback: it is very

cumbersome to take the keys out to repeat the collaring operation. Also, after un-

keying, the keys may be too distorted to be reused. Another concern is plastic

deformations of the collars in the keyway areas occurring when the keys are forced into

place. This may result in irregular, vertical deflections of the collared-coil assembly

and field quality distortions. The plastic deformations can be limited by reducing the

horizontal force needed to drive the keys in (which implies applying a larger vertical

force to open the keyways more fully). This was the technique used for the collaring of

the MFISC model magnet, where the keyways were almost fully open under the

application of the vertical force. Moreover, the undesirable vertical ovalizations can be

eliminated by relying on an horizontally split yoke with a line-to-line fit design as in the

SSC dipole magnet prototypes developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory [18,21].
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7 YOKE DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY

As described in the overview, the collared-coil assemblies are surrounded by a

laminated iron yoke, which provides a return path for the flux lines and enhances the

dipole field by about 20 %. Table 7 presents a summary of the yoke designs and

assemblies for the seven 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet

prototypes.

7.1 ANSALDO AND NOELL PROTOTYPES

7. l. l COMMON FEATURES

The Ansaldo and Noell prototypes use a two-piece, vertically split yoke, with two

magnetic inserts placed on the top and bottom of the collared-coil assembly central part.

The yoke and the inserts are constituted of low carbon steel laminations. The low

carbon steel was purchased from Cockrill in Belgium. The laminations, represented in

Fig. 7, are 5 mm thick and were fine blanked by Klockner in Germany. The magnetic

inserts are added to reduce field distortions arising from left/right asymmetries in the

yoke surrounding each aperture taken individually. The yoke outer radius is 297.5 mm.

As explained in Ref. [9], yoke and shell are designed so that there is always a

contact between the collared-coil assembly and the yoke along the horizontal diameter.

This contact is needed to stiffen the support against the effects of the radial component

of the Lorentz force, which tends to bend the collars outwardly, with a maximum

deflection at the collared-coil assembly midplane. For reference, the x-component of

the Lorentz force integrated over a coil assembly quadrant, Fx, is estimated to be

2270 kN/m at 15000 A.

The collar/yoke contact areas along the horizontal diameter are defined by the two

extensions of the main collars which stick out on both sides of the collared-coil

assembly. These extensions are about 60-mm high and have an outer radius, Rout, of

195 mm. They are housed in yoke cut-outs, which have an inner radius of 195.5 mm.

Brass shims, of nominal thickness 500 \im, are added to the collar extensions so that,

after the yoke is placed around the collared-coil assembly at room temperature with no

pressure applied to it, there is a line-to-line fit between the outer boundary of the collar

extensions and the inner boundary of the yoke cut-outs. The thickness of the brass

shims is adjusted after measurements of the horizontal diameter of the collared-coil

assembly.
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During cooldown, the aluminum alloy collars, which have a thermal expansion

coefficient, integrated between room temperature and operating temperature, a^, of the

order -4.2xlO"3, shrink away from the low carbon steel yoke, which has a thermal

expansion coefficient, integrated between room and operating temperature, otyoke, of the

order -1.98xlO"3. If nothing were done, this would leave, at the end of cooldown, a

vertical clearance, gjj, between the outer boundary of the collar extensions and the inner

boundary of the yoke cut-outs, which can be estimated as

8U = #out («al - «yoke,) ~ 0.43 mm . (2)

To prevent the occurrence of such a gap, the yoke is designed, so that when

placed around the collared-coil assembly at room temperature with no pressure applied

to it, there remains an opening of at least 0.86 mm between the two yoke halves.

Furthermore, the outer shell is designed so that it applies on the two yoke halves a

compressive load which forces a progressive closing of the yoke midplane gap during

cooldown. This compressive load arises from weld shrinkage at room temperature,

while, during cooldown, the outer shell, which has a thermal expansion coefficient,

integrated between room and operating temperature, otyi, of the order -2.9xlO~3, keeps

compressing the two yoke halves. The two yoke halves then follow the shrinkage of the

collared-coil assembly and maintain a contact along its horizontal diameter. Note,

however, that, since acyi is greater than ayoke, the shell shrinks more than the yoke. As

a result, the azimuthal stress in the outer shell, and the resulting compressive load,

which remain roughly constant as long as the yoke midplane gap is open, increase as

soon as the two yoke halves are in contact. The compressive load at operating

temperature is therefore higher than that at room temperature.

A particularity of the half-yokes' geometry of the Ansaldo and Noell prototypes is

that it has a pronounced C-shape (see Fig. 7(a)). When a compressive load is applied to

these C-shaped components, bending moments arise which tend to deflect the top and

bottom arms of the C's inwardly. Hence, if nothing were done, one could end-up, at the

end of cooldown, in a situation where the yoke midplane gap is closed at the yoke outer

radius, but remains open at the yoke inner radius. The occurrence of such situation is

avoided by introducing a slight taper in the yoke midplane gap. More precisely, the

yoke is designed, so that when placed around the collared-coil assembly at room

temperature with no pressure applied to it, there remains an opening between the two

yoke halves, of the order of 2#H a t t n e yoke inner radius, and of the order of 2(#H +

Axyoke) a t m e yoke outer radius, where Axyoke is the expected horizontal, inward

displacement of the outer edge of the half-yoke mating faces. During shell welding and
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cooldown, the bending moments applied to the C-shaped structures then bring the

mating faces of the two yoke halves parallel, and if Axyoke has been dimensioned

correctly, the yoke midplane gap can be expected to be fully closed at operating

temperature. The amplitude of Axyoke can be estimated from finite element

computations [3] or using the simple analytical formula given in Ref. [9].

Of course, it is also desirable that the yoke midplane gap stays closed during

magnet excitation. To fulfill this requirement, we not only need a good contact between

the two yoke halves, but we also need the two yoke halves to be mated with a

compressive force at least equal to the fraction of the ^-component of the Lorentz force

transmitted by the collared-coil assembly to the iron yoke. Finite elements

computations show that this fraction is of the order of 50%. Hence, for excitations up

to 15000 A, the mating force per unit length between the two yoke halves, Fm, must

satisfy

Fm > 0.5 x (2 Fjd ~ 2270 kN/m . (3)

The mating force is determined by the level of azimuthal stress in the outer shell

at the end of cooldown, aCyi, which itself is determined by the stress induced at room

temperature by weld shrinkage and that induced during cooldown by thermal shrinkage

differential between yoke and shell. Hence, one must ensure that

where tcyi is the shell thickness. For tcy\ - 10 mm, we get: acyi > 113.5 MPa, which

yields: Axyoke > 0.22 mm. For the Ansaldo and Noell prototypes, the yoke is designed

so that, when placed around the collared-coil assembly with no pressure applied to it,

there remains an opening between the two yoke halves, with a nominal value of 0.9 mm

at the yoke inner radius and 1.4 mm at the yoke outer radius, as shown in Fig. 7.

The last consideration regarding yoke design has to do with support of the

collared-coil assembly along the vertical direction. As described in the previous

section, during collaring, the coils are squeezed into the collars with a relatively large

pre-compression. As a result, after collaring, the coils exert a large pressure against the

collar poles, and the collared-coil assembly deflects outwardly along the vertical axis

and, generally, inwardly along the horizontal axis (some exceptions have been seen to

the rule on horizontal deflection). There also appears a stress concentration in the

vicinity of the tie rod located at the collared-coil assembly center. To allow an easy

assembly of the two yoke halves, the top and bottom parts of the collars are inscribed

within two circles of radius 100 mm around the coil assemblies' centers, while the
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corresponding parts of the iron yoke are outside two circles of radius 100.5 mm. This

500 fim clearance is of course larger than the expected collar deflections, and therefore,

when the yoke is mounted around the collared-coil assembly with no pressure applied to

it, there is a gap at the top and bottom of the collared-coil assembly.

It is nevertheless necessary to ensure a support of the collared-coil assembly along

the vertical axis to avoid unwanted displacements or deformations during excitation,

and enhance the mechanical rigidity of the structure. As there is no direct contact

between collared-coil assembly and yoke along this direction, the support has to be

provided by the two magnetic inserts which rest against the central part of the collared-

coil assembly. These inserts are 36.6 mm high. In addition, a 800-jim-thick, hardened

steel shim is mounted on the inserts' face in contact with the yoke, and two shims, one

500-fim-thick in brass and the other of adjustable thickness in stainless steel, are

mounted on the inserts' face in contact with the collared-coil assembly. The thickness

of the adjustable shim is determined as to ensure that, when the magnet is cold and the

yoke midplane gap is closed, vertical forces of a suitable level are applied on both sides

of the collared-coil assembly central part. As already said, the presence of these forces

renders the overall structure more rigid. It also relieves the concentration of stress in

the vicinity of the tie rod located at the collared-coil assembly center.

One problem with the application of such vertical forces is that part of them are

transmitted to the coils, resulting in an increase of azimuthal pre-compression. There is

therefore an upper limit on what is admissible. The problem is complicated even

further by the C-shaped geometry of the yoke halves and the fact that bending moments

are applied to them which deflect the arms of the C's inwardly. Hence, if nothing were

done, and if the magnetic inserts' shims were sized to ensure a line-to-line fit at room

temperature (and before shell welding) between the outer boundary of the shimmed

magnetic inserts and the inner boundary of the yoke, we would end up, at the end of

shell welding, with a positive interference along the vertical axis, iy, larger than

0.29 mm [9]. Such interference would result in vertical forces deemed unacceptable,

either because of the ensuing increase in coil azimuthal pre-compression or because

they may prevent the yoke midplane gap from fully closing.

Once again, the potential for such problems is eliminated by introducing a slight

taper in the arms of the C-shaped yoke halves. More precisely, by designing the yoke

so that, when placed around the collared-coil assembly with no pressure applied to it,

the room-temperature dimension of its inner cavity is //yoke along the coil assemblies'

pole axes and of the order of (//yoke + 'V) along an a x i s parallel to the yoke assembly

midplane. With this yoke configuration, it is now even possible, by appropriately sizing

the magnetic inserts' shims, to introduce a small, positive collar-yoke interference at
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room temperature and to keep this interference roughly constant throughout cooldown.

For the Ansaldo and Noell protototypes, the room-temperature dimensions of the yoke

inner cavity, when the yoke is place around the collared-coil assembly with no pressure

applied to it, are set to: 2x100.5 = 201.0 mm along the coil assemblies' pole axes and

201.2 mm along an axis parallel to the yoke assembly midplane. (For completeness, the

arms' length of the C-shaped yoke halves is 90 mm and is equal to the distance between

the central rod location and the coil assemblies' centers.)

7.1.2 Y OKE ASSEMBLY OF NOELL PROTOTYPES

For the Noell prototypes, the yoke laminations are stacked into modules, which

are compressed to a packing factor of 98 to 99%. To facilitate cooling and helium

venting, each module includes a 5-mm-thick lamination, with 5-mm-wide, 2-mm-deep

grooves machined on one side. The modules are riveted by austenitic steel (316 LN)

tubes flared at one end. The tubes have a 25 mm outer diameter and are 1 mm thick.

The length and weight of each module were carefully measured. Also, the parallelism

of the last laminations at both ends of each module and the perpendicularly of these

laminations with respect to their reference plane were verified and, if needed, corrected.

One half yoke assembly requires: 1) eleven 800-mm-long modules over the

collared-coil assembly straight section, 2) one special module, of nominal length

126 mm, located towards the collared-coil assembly non-connection end (the non-

connection end is the magnet end opposite to that where the coil assembly layer jumps

and inner splices are located) and 3) one 270-mm-long module at both ends of the

collared-coil assembly. The length of the special module is adjusted to ensure a full

coverage of the collared-coil assembly straight section.

Similarly to the collar packs, the half yoke modules are held together by two full-

length, austenitic steel (316 LN) rods. These tie rods have a diameter of 20 mm, are

inserted inside the flared-end tubes. Once mounted around the collared-coil assembly,

the two half yokes are locked in place by means of two precisely machined steel clamps

located at the midplane and on both sides of the yoke assembly. The steel clamps are

only used as assembly aids and they do not play any role once the outer shell is welded.

For magnet MTP1N1, the average yoke midplane gap after shell welding was

measured to be 0.17 mm while the expected value from finite element computations

was 0.35 mm [4]. For magnet MTP1N2, two 0.1-mm-thick shims were added on the

collar extensions (one on each side of the collared-coil assembly) and the average yoke

midplane gap after shell welding was measured to be 0.57 mm. Note that if the shims

had not been added, magnet MTP1N2 would have had a gap close to the nominal value.



7.1.3 YOKE ASSEMBLY OF ANSALDO PROTOTYPES

For the Ansaldo prototypes, the yoke laminations are stacked into 10-m-long half

yoke assemblies, with one special lamination with machined grooves every meter. The

half yoke assemblies are held together by two full-length, austenitic steel (316 LN)

rods.

The choice of relying on full-length half yoke assemblies stems from Ansaldo

experience with the production of HERA dipole magnets. This may reduce the

assembly time, but does not allow to control the packing factor uniformity and the

alignment and parallelism of the yoke laminations as tightly as what can be done for the

shorter modules used in the Noell prototypes.

The yoke assemblies of the Ansaldo prototypes also include two control gap

spacers, located on both sides at the yoke midplane. The spacers are made of aluminum

purchased from Antico in Italy and were precisely machined at Ansaldo. The cross-

sectional area of the spacers was determined to obtain an effective spring rate in the

transverse direction similar to the effective spring rate of the collared-coil assembly

along the horizontal diameter. The control gap spacers slots were punched on the yoke

laminations received from Kldckner by an Ansaldo subcontractor.

The role of these spacers is as follow. As explained above, during shell welding,

a high compressive load is applied to the C-shaped yoke halves which tends to deflect

the arms of the C's inwardly. This results in vertical forces on the magnetic inserts,

which, if not controlled, increase the coil azimuthal prestress in a very asymmetric way.

To limit these effect, a slight taper was introduced in the arms of the C's. This taper,

however, was dimensioned for a nominal value of azimuthal stress in the shell. At

room temperature, the shell stress is determined by weld shrinkage, a process that is not

so easy to control. On one hand, if the stress level is too small, the yoke midplane gap

may be too open at room temperature and may close too late during cooldown. Then,

the resulting yoke mating forces may be too small and there is a risk that the yoke

midplane gap reopens during excitation. On the other hand, if the stress level is too

large, the yoke midplane gap may be too closed at room temperature, and the inward

bending of the C-arms may be larger than what the taper was designed to compensate

for. The control gap spacers are implemented to prevent the yoke midplane gap from

closing too much at room temperature and to remove the worry of overstressing the

collared-coil assembly during shell welding. Of course, during cooldown, one still

wants the yoke midplane gap to close, which implies that the spacers should stop

playing their role. This is realized by making them out of aluminum, whose integrated

thermal shrinkage coefficient is twice as large as that of low carbon steel.



7.3 ALSTHOM/JEUMONT PROTOTYPE

The Alsthom/Jeumont prototype uses a two-piece, vertically split yoke, with a

central spacer between the two collared-coil assemblies. The yoke is constituted of low

carbon steel laminations, while the central spacer is machined out of austenitic steel

(316 LN). The low carbon steel was purchased from Cockrill in Belgium. The

laminations, represented in Fig. 8, are 5 mm thick and were fine blanked by Garconnet

in France. The yoke outer radius is 300 mm.

The laminations are stacked into modules, which are less than 300 mm in length

and which are compressed to a packing factor of about 95 to 96%. The modules are

riveted by austenitic steel (316 LN) tubes flared at one end. There is one special

lamination with machine grooves for helium cooling and venting at the end of each

module. Short yoke packs with a low packing factor have a longitudinal Young's

modulus of less than 1 GPa, which is believed to favor a more uniform and a more even

axial shrinkage of the overall yoke assembly with respect to the collared-coil assembly

during cooldown [14]. Furthermore, a low packing factor leaves more room for helium

and improves cooling (at the time when magnet MTP1AJ was built, there was a

requirement of 15 liters of helium per meter of magnet).

Due to the shape of the yoke laminations (see Fig. 8), the yoke modules are slid

around the collared-coil assemblies (which is another reason why shorter and easier to

handle modules are needed). One half yoke assembly counts: 1) twenty six 298-mm-

long modules over the collared-coil assemblies straight sections, 2) one 270-mm-long,

one 298-mm-long, one 278-mm-long and one 20-mm-long module over the connection

ends, and 3) one 270-mm-long module, one special module of nominal length 284 mm,

and one 20-mm-long module over the non-connection ends. The length of the special

module is adjusted to ensure a full coverage of the collared-coil assemblies straight

sections.

The yoke modules are held together by means of austenitic steel (316 LN)

inserted inside the flared-end tubes. Furthermore, the half yoke assemblies are welded

together on both sides of the yoke assembly midplane. This was done in the hope of

stiffening the whole mechanical structure and of achieving a better two-dimensional

alignment during shell welding. As shown in Figs. 2(c) and 8, the yoke welding areas

are shaped in a special way, with so-called lips, cut out on both sides of every

lamination. The role of these lips was to limit the force needed to bring the outer part of

the yoke assemblies in contact for welding and to avoid large stresses in the weld

seams. It turned out that the dimensions of the yoke lips were such that their spring

constant was not large enough to ensure a good two-dimensional alignment.
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The austenitic steel spacer is shimmed in order to obtain the desired yoke

midplane gap (between 0.45 and 0.5 mm) after welding of the outer shell. The

shimming was determined on the basis of mock-up assemblies.

There is no specific feature to ensure alignment in torsion.

7.4 ELIN/HOLEC PROTOTYPE

The Elin/Holec prototype uses a three-piece, vertically split yoke, with one central

piece between the two collared-coil assemblies and two outer pieces on each side. The

three yoke pieces are constituted of low carbon steel laminations. The low carbon steel

was purchased from Cockrill in Belgium. The laminations, represetented in Fig. 9(a)

and 9(b), are 5 mm thick and were fine blanked by Garconnet in France. The yoke

outer radius is 289 mm.

The laminations are stacked into modules, which are compressed to a packing

factor of about 99%. The modules are riveted by austenitic steel (316 LN) tubes flared

at both ends. Outer and central yoke assemblies require: 1) seventeen 500-mm-long

modules over the collared-coil assemblies straight sections, 2) one 270-mm-long

module located on the connection ends for the outer yoke assemblies and on the non-

connection ends for the central yoke assembly, and 3) one 500-mm-long module located

on the non-connection ends for the outer yoke assemblies and on the connection ends

for the central yoke assembly. The central yoke assembly includes special laminations

with machined slots for helium cooling and venting (one every meter).

Outer and central yoke assemblies are held together by means of full length,

austenitic steel (316 LN) tie rods inserted within the flared end tubes. Furthermore, the

three yoke parts are aligned with respect to each other by means of up to four,

15x15 mm rectangular, stainless steel (304 L) keys located at the mating planes of the

yoke assemblies (on top and bottom of each collared-coil assembly). The alignment

keys are 500 mm in length.

The overall collar/yoke mechanics of magnet MTP1EH is simpler than that of

other prototypes, because stainless steel has a thermal expansion coefficient, integrated

between room temperature and operating temperature, ass, of the order 2.97xlO~3,

which is closer to the integrated thermal expansion coefficient of low carbon steel than

that of aluminum. Given that the collars have a nominal outer radius of 93.0 mm along

the collared-coil assembly horizontal axis, the integrated thermal shrinkage differential

between collars and yoke along this radius, gH, can be estimated as

g\-l = #out(«ss - «yoke,) = 90 jjm . (5)
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This shrinkage differential is small compared to that given by Eq. (2) and can be

compensated by assembling collared-coils and yoke with a positive, radial interference

larger than 100 \xm along the horizontal axis. With such interference, there is no need

to leave open gaps at room temperature and the three yoke parts can be fully mated,

while still ensuring that a proper contact is maintained along the horizontal diameter

throughout cooldown and excitation. Furthermore, given that the collared-coil

assemblies are separated, the yoke laminations have a much less pronounced C-shape,

rendering the overall structure less sensitive to inward bendings of the C's arms.

The desired positive interference can be built into the collar design as was done

for the SSC dipole magnets with a vertically-split yoke developed at Fermi National

Accelerator Laboratory [21]. For magnet MTP1EH, it is built into the yoke design.

The mating faces of the central yoke assembly are flat and are aligned with vertical axes

going through the centers of the collared-coil assemblies. However, the outer yoke

assemblies are designed so that, when the yoke is mounted around the collared-coil

assemblies with no pressure applied to it, there remains a gap between central and outer

yokes, with a nominal value of 0.22 mm at the inner radius and 0.32 mm at the outer

radius. Then, the shell welding operation is carried out so that the radial pressure

applied by the shell as a result of weld shrinkage forces the yoke midplane gaps to

close, hereby providing the desired collar-yoke interference along the horizontal axis.

Furthermore, for angles less than 30° with respect to the horizontal axis, the

collars have a nominal radius of 93.0 mm and the yoke has an inner radius of 93.5 mm,

while for angles above 30° the collar nominal radius is 92.5 mm and the yoke nominal

inner radius is 93.0 mm. To compensate for this clearance, two 450-^m-thick phosphor

bronze (CuS^ F55) shims were placed on both sides of each collared-coil assembly at

the collared-coil assembly midplane. Note, however, that the horizontal diameters of

the collared-coil assemblies were measured to be 186.24 mm in average over the length.

This is larger than the nominal value of 186.0 mm and yields an additional positive

radial interference at room temperature of the order of 70 fAm. Note also that in the case

of the 1-m-long dipole magnet model of the same design assembled at CERN (MTA-

CERN) four additional shims were mounted at 45° on each collared-coil assembly.

There is one disadvantage in using a three-piece yoke: the central part of the

central laminations is rather small and weak compared to the top and bottom parts,

requiring a careful handling of these laminations. (It renders also the punching

operation more delicate). There was also a concern that it might be difficult to align a

structure with separate collars and with a three-piece yoke, but the measured twist of

magnet MTP1EH turned out to be quite small and comparable to that of the best

prototypes with combined collars and a two-piece yoke.
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8 SHELL DESIGN AND ASSEMBLY

As described in the overview, the cold mass is completed by an austenitic steel

(316 LN) outer shell, constituted of two half cylinders welded around the yoke on both

sides of the yoke assembly midplane. The shell provides mechanical rigidity to the cold

mass and delimits the region of circulation of the 2 K, 100 kPa superfluid helium bath.

Furthermore, for the aluminum collar magnets, the shell welding operation is that which

determines the amplitude of the yoke midplane gap at room temperature. Table 8

presents a summary of the shell designs and assemblies for the seven 10-m-long, 50-

mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

8.1 ANSALDO PROTOTYPES

The austenitic steel for the shell of magnet MTP1A1 was purchased from Avesta

in Sweden and the shell was manufactured by Scai in Italy. The shell was made from

two 5-m-long plates rolled to form a cylinder and joined by a circumferential weld. The

inner and outer diameters of the cylinder were then precisely machined, and the cylinder

was cut into two half-shells. Finally, chamfers were machined on the two half shells in

preparation for the welding operation. The shell thickness is 10 mm and the cold mass

outer radius is 280 mm. The half shells had average developed lengths of 875.16 mm

and 877.48 mm.

The austenitic steel for the shells of magnets MTP1A2 and MTP1A3 was

purchased from Creusot Loire in France. The shells were made of 2-m-long plates

rolled into half shells at SDMS in France and joined by welds at Ansaldo. The shell

thickness is also 10 mm and the cold mass outer radius is 290 mm. The half shells of

magnet MTP1A2 had average developed lengths comparable to that of the half shells of

magnet MTP1A2: 875.47 mm and 876.47 mm, while that of magnet MTP1A3 were

slightly longer: 879.32 mm and 880.80 mm.

For shell welding, the cold mass was placed on a two-part fixture held by tie rods.

The tie rods were set under a press in order to bring the chamfers of the top and bottom

half shells close to each other. For magnet MTP1A1, and average gap of 1.7 mm was

left between the chamfers, while for magnet MTP1A2, the gap was very small, and for

magnet MTP1A3, the chamfers were brought into contact. The fixture was removed

from the press before starting the welding operation, which was realized in 18 TIG

(Tungsten Inert Gas) passes. For magnet MTP1A1, the first 6th to 7th seams were

hammered, while for magnet MTP1A2, only the 6th and 9th seams were hammered,

and for magnet MTP1A3, there was no hammering.
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In addition, magnet MTP1A3 included a full-length, anti-torsion key welded on

the bottom of one half shell.

8.2 NOELL PROTOTYPES

The austenitic steel for the shells of magnets MTP1N2 and MTP1N3 was

purchased from Creusot Loire in France. The shells were made from 10-m-long plates

rolled to form a cylinder with an outer radius of 300 mm. The cylinder was passed

through a calibrated press to improve geometry and was then cut into two half shells.

Finally, chamfers were machined in preparation for the welding operation. The shell

thickness is 10 mm and the cold mass outer radius is 290 mm. The two half shells of

magnet MTP1N1 had average developed lengths of 879.23 mm and 879.29 mm, while

that of magnet MTP1N2 had average developed lengths of 879.33 mm and 879.17 mm.

For welding, the chamfers of the two half shells were brought into contact. The

welding itself was realized in 11 TIG passes with no hammering of the seams.

The two prototypes include two full-length, anti-torsion keys welded on the

bottom of each half-shell.

8.3 ALSTHOM/JEUMONT PROTOTYPE

The austenitic steel for the shell of magnet MTP1AJ was purchased from Creusot

Loire in France and the half shells were manufactured by Butting in Germany. The half

shells were obtained by bending of 10-m-long plates in successive steps of 20 mm and

chamfers were machined in preparation for the welding operation. The shell thickness

is 10 mm and the cold mass outer radius is 310 mm. The half shells have a nominal

developed length of 934 ± 0.5 mm.

As it was foreseen to test magnet MTP1AJ at CEA/Saclay in France, the cold

mass of this magnet had to comply with the French regulation on pressure vessel. The

Direction Regionale de l'lndustrie, la Recherche et l'Equipement (DRIRE) of Lyon

imposed that the stress in the shell be limited to less than 100 MPa. A procedure was

developed in order to satisfy this requirement, which is described in details in Ref. [14].

In short, the half shell chamfers were welded onto stainless steel strips placed in

grooves on both sides of the yoke assembly, and the welding was realized in 19 TIG

passes. Seams 4 through 14 were hammered. It turned out that the welding could not

be performed in a perfectly symmetric fashion on both sides of the cold mass assembly.

As there was no anti-torsion feature, the magnet ended-up with a large twist and a large

asymmetry in the yoke midplane gap (the average yoke midplane gap was measured to

be 0.43 mm on one side and 0.56 mm on the other side).
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8.4 ELIN/HOLEC PROTOTYPE

The austenitic steel for the shell of magnet MTP1EH was purchased from Creusot

Loire in France and the half shells were manufactured by Schelde in the Netherlands.

The half shells were obtained by bending of 5-m-long plates in successive steps. The

plates were electron-beam welded in a jig, and chamfers were machined on each half

shell. The shell thickness is 10 mm and the cold mass outer radius is 300 mm. The half

shells have a nominal developed length of 877.5 (+1/-0) mm.

Similarly to what was done for the SSC dipole magnet prototypes with a

vertically-split yoke developed at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory [21], the half-

shell chamfers are welded onto full-length, anti-torsion bars located on both sides of the

yoke assembly midplane. (The bars have a mid-thickness of 31 mm). The welding

started with two TIG passes (one root and one homogenisation pass), followed by five

MIG (Metal Inert Gas) passes. There was no hammering of the seams.

The avdantage of MIG welding versus TIG welding is two-fold: 1) it is about 10

times faster (1 m/min compared to 100 mm/min) and 2) less passes are required (5 to 6

compared to more than 10) because of the greater quantity of welding material that is

deposited at each pass. However, MIG welding requires less heat input, which results

in less heating and less weld shrinkage.

The MIG technique can be further improved by adding nitrogen to the inert gas

composition. The partial pressure of nitrogen then prevents the nitrogen present in the

304L or 316L steels from migrating out and helps stabilizing the austenitic phase near

the weld seams. This Welding technique is referred to as Metal Active Gas or MAG.
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TABLE CAPTIONS
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prototypes.

Table 2. Nominal radial dimensions of selected cold mass components of 10-m-
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Table 3. Nominal axial dimensions of selected cold mass components of 10-m-

Long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes (mm).

Table 4. Salient parameters of cables used in 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture

LHC dipole magnet prototypes: (a) inner coil cables and (b) outer coil

cables.

Table 5. Summary of coil assembly of 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC

dipole magnet prototypes (straight parts): (a) azimuthal direction and (b)

radial direction.

Table 6. Summary of collar design and assembly for 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-

aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

Table 7. Summary of yoke design and assembly for 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-

aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

Table 8. Summary of shell design and assembly for 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-

aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes.
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Table 1. Salient features of 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture, LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

Ansaldo Noell Alsthom/Jeumont Elin/Holec

Distance Between Axes

Cable Insulation

Coil Cooling

Coil End Spacers

Collars

Collar/Yoke Shims

Yoke

Yoke Midplane Gap

Yoke Alignment

180 mm

Kapton® + impregnated
fiberglass

canals on inner side of pole
shims

180 mm

Kapton® + impregnated
fiberglass

canal at periphery of
inner coU top wedge

machined from Gl 1 tubes machined from Gl 1 tubes

common, aluminium alloy,
stacked into 169-mm-long
packs, rod tied

n/a

two-piece, vertically split;
stacked into 10-m-long
assembly; with aluminium
control gap spacers

open at room temperature,
closed cold

anti-torsion key on bottom
of one half-shell
(MTP1A3 only)

Yoke/Shell Sliding Sheet n/a

common, aluminium alloy,
stacked into 86-mm-long
packs, rod tied

n/a

two-piece, vertically split;
stacked into 800-mm-long
modules; clamped before
shell welding

open at room temperature,
closed cold

anti-torsion keys on bottom
of both half-shells

n/a

219 mm

Kapton® + impregnated
fiberglass

canal at periphery of
inner coil top wedge

machined from Gi l tubes

separate, aluminium alloy,
riveted by pairs, rod tied

n/a

two-piece, vertically split;
stacked into 298-mm-long
modules; slid around collared
coil assembly and welded

open at room temperature,
closed cold

stainless steel strips on both
sides of yoke assembly
midplane

n/a

200 mm

Kapton® + impregnated
Kevlar®/glass (inner coils)
Kapton® + impregnated
fiberglass (outer coils)

casted bronze with AI2O3
coating

separate, stainless steel,
stacked into 79.04-mm-
long packs, with keys

0.45-mm CuSn6 shims at 45°

three-piece, vertically split;
stacked into 500-mm-long
modules

Shrinking Cylinder stainless steel, TIG welded stainless steel, TIG welded stainless steel, TIG welded

closed at room temperature

anti-torsion bars on sides
of yoke assembly to which
the half-shells are welded

2xO.5-mm-thick phosphor-
bronze sliding sheets

stainless steel, TIG and MIG
welded on and-torsion bars



Table 2. Nominal radial dimensions of selected cold mass components

of 10-m-Long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes (mm).

Ansaldo Noell Alsthom/Jeumont Elin/Holec

Inner Coil Inner Radius 25.0

Inner Coil Outer Radius 42.3

Outer Coil Inner Radius 42.8

Outer Coil Outer Radius 60.1

Quench Heater Thickness 0.150

Ground Insulation Thickness 4x0.125

Protection Sheet(s) Thickness(es) 0.70

Collar Cavity Inner Radius 61.5

Collar Outer Radius 100.0

Yoke Cavity Inner Radius 100.5

Yoke Outer Radius 279.5

Yoke/Shell Sliding Sheet(s) Thickness(es) n/a

Shell Thickness 10.0

Cold Mass Outer Radius 289.5

25.0

42.3

42.8

60.2

0.150

4x0.125

0.70

61.5

100.0

100.5

279.5

n/a

10.5

290

25.0

42.3

42.8

60.2

0.295

3x0.125

0.90

61.8

105.0

106.0

300.0

n/a

10.0

310.0

25.0

42.3

42.8

60.2

0.150

4x0.125

0.15a)+0.50b)

61.5

92.5

93.0

289.0

2x0.5

10.0

300.0

a) Kapton3

b> BeCu



Table 3. Nominal axial dimensions of selected cold mass components

of 10-m-Long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes (mm).

Ansaldo Noell

9060

9132

226

190

9512

8868

Alsthom/Jeumont

9060

9132

226

190

9512

8886

Ebn/Holec

9060

9132

226

190

9512

8852.48
U)

Inner Coil Straight Section

Outer Coil Straight Section

Inner Coil Endsa)

Outer Coil Endsa>

Coil Assembly

Regular Collars

Special Collars Over
Layer Jump

Special Collars Over

9060

9132

226

190

9512

8895

151

Coil Assembly EndsdJ

Regular Yoke Laminations

Special Yoke laminations
Collared-Coil Assembly Endsa)

Yoke End Flange^

End Plate Thickness

Cold Mass

232

8926

270

40

60

9832

166

238

8926

270

40

60

9832

174

226

8926

270

40

60

9832

166.40

245.44

8926

270

40

60

9832

same for both ends



Table 4(a). Salient parameters of inner coil cables used in 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

oc

Magnet Aperture
N'ame

MTP1A1

MTP1A2

MTP1A3

MTP1N1

MTP1N2

MTP1AJ

MTP1EH

1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

Coil
Position

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower

Coil
ID

11
51
31
21
121
141
111
131
61
71
81
101
11
13
12
14
15
16
17
18

Cable
ID

2134
2136
2133
2135
3141
3140
3155
3156
3152
3139
3138
3154
2158
2155
2155
2159
6116
6115
6114
6117
2161
2162
4131
4132

Strand
Manuf.

ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
LMI
LMI
L M
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
OUT
OUT
OUT
OUT
ALS
ALS
VAC
VAC

Cable
Manuf.

ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
ALS
ALS
VAC
VAC

Filament
Diameter

(jim)

5.4
5.4
5.4
5.4
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.75
4.75
4.75
4.75
4.8
4.8
5
5

Nb. of
Filaments

26268
26268
26268
26268
28158
28158
28158
28158
26268
26268
27954
27954

Cu/NbTi
Ratio

1.614
1.614
1.614
1.614
1.83
1.80
1.68
1.70
1.83
1.73
1.62
1.69
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.73
1.68
1.57
1.55

Cable Mid-
Thickness

(mm)

2.253a)
2.263a>
2.248a)
2.255a)

2.270b)
2.270b)
2.270b)

2.250b)

2.257a)
2.257a)

2.256a)

2.251a)
2.252a)
2.259a)
2.263a)

Cable Pitch Twist
Length Direction0)
(mm)

130
130
130
130
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
130
130
130
130

114.3
114.3
114.3
114.3
130
130

117.3
117.3

SS
SS
SS
SS
ZS

zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
SS
SS
SS
SS

sz
sz
sz
sz
SS
SS

zs
zs

/ cd)

(A)

13150
13090
13137
12925
11650
11450
12430
12230
11980
12454
12680
12400
13055
13055
13055
12818
13066
13066
13066
13066
12953
12818
12142
12157

Contraction

(%)

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

-0.216e)
-0.216e)
-0.216e)
-0.216e)
-0.1500
-0.1500
-0.1500
-0.1500
-0.216e)
-0.216e)
-0.085e)
-0.085e)

Cable
Annealing

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

YesS)
Yesg)
Yesg)
Yesg)

No
No
No
No

Yesg)
Yesg)

No
No

a) under 50 MPa
d) from measurements on extracted strands at 8 T and 4.2 K
g) at 300 C on-line with cabling

b) under 80 MPa
e) after 3 hours at 170 C

c) first letter: strand, second letter: cable
0 after 4 hours at 170 C



Table 4(b). Salient parameters of outer coil cables used in 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

Magnet Aperture Coil Coil Cable Strand Cable Filament Nb. of Cu/NbTi Cable Mid- Cable Pitch Twist /cd) Contraction Cable
Name Position ID ID Manuf. Manuf. Diameter Filaments Ratio Thickness Length Direction0) Annealing

(um) (mm) (mm) (A) (%)

MTP1A1

MTP1A2

MTP1A3
1

to
1

MTP1N1

MTP1N2

MTP1AJ

MTP1EH

1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Lower

4E
5E
3E
IE
12E
10E
HE
13E
6E
7E
8E
9E
Al
A4
A2
A3
A5
A7
A6
A8

2241
2245
2239
2237
3258
4238
3259
3260
3257
3251
3248
3249
4233
4236
4237
4235
2277
2276
2276
2275
2263
2264
2265
2266
2270
2271
2272

ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
L M
VAC
L M
L M
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
VAC
VAC
VAC
VAC
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS

ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
LMI
ALS
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
LMI
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS
ALS

5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
7.8
4.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.8
5
5
5
5

5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
5.14
5.14
5.14

10164
10164
10164
10164
9438
9438
9438
9438
9552
9552
9552
9552
9438
9438
9438

1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.82
1.74

1.74
1.9

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.88
1.88
1.88
1.88

1.784
1.79
1.11

1.472a)
1.471a>
1.470a)
1.470a)
1.480b>
1.470a>
1.470b>
1.470b)
1.480a>
1.480a)
1.480b)
1.480b)
1.456a)
1.458a)
1.457a>
1.457a>
1.456a)
1.453a)
1.453a>
1.457a)
1.447a)
1.452a>
1.458a>
1.458a)
1.451a)
1.455a>
1.454a>

94
100
100
94
120
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
105
105
105
105
100
100
100

ss
ss
ss
ss
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
zs
sz
sz
sz
sz
zs
zs
zs

16547
15996
16275
16058
16700
15862
16700
15740
16160
16160
16060
16060
15450
15780
15590
15722
16486
16858
16858
16885
15253
15070
15114
15114
17271
17055
17333

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

-0.131e>
-0.131e>
-0.131e)
-0.131e)
-0.030
-0.030
-0.030
-0.03^

-0.292S)
-0.2928)
-0.2928)
-0.292S)
-0.0250
-0.0250
-0.0250

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yesh)
Yesh)
Yesh)
Yesh)

No
No
No
No

Yes')
Yes')
Yes')

a) under 50 MPa
d) from measurements on extracted strands at 6 T and 4.2 K
S) after 1 hour at 170 C

b) under 80 MPa
e) after 3 hours at 170 C
h) 170 C for 2 hours on bare cable spool

c) first letter: strand, second letter: cable
0 after 2 hours at 170 C
') 170 C for 2 hours on spool of Kapton®-insulated cable



Table 5(a). Summary of azimuthal coil assembly of 50-mm-twin-aperture, 10-m-long LHC dipole magnet prototypes (straight parts).

Ansaldo Noell Alsthom/Jeumont Elin/Holec

Pole Sliding Sheet n/a

Pole Shims

Pole Caps

Reinforcement

Midplane Shims

Midplane Caps

Gl 1, placed inside pole caps,
with helium canals on side in
contact with coil pole faces;
nominal thicknesses:
0.875 mm for inner layer,
1 mm for outer layer

6xl25-^m-thick Kapton® caps
covering inner and outer coil
pole faces + Ixl25-[im-thick
Kapton® cap covering inner
coil pole face only

L-shaped, 40-to-50-nm-thick
Kapton® reinforcement^ at
outer corners of inner coil
midplanes (MTP1A3 only)

n/a

125-^m-thick Kapton® cap
extending over midplane faces
of both inner and outer coils

500-(xm-thick, L-shaped, CuSn6 n/a
sheet placed inside collar cavity
and covering inner coil pole
angle

Gl 1, placed outside pole caps;
nominal thicknesses:
0.5 mm for inner layer,
0.875 mm for outer layer

6xl25-nm-thick Kapton® caps
covering inner and outer coil
pole faces

L-shaped, 40-to-50-um-thick
Kapton® reinforcement^ at
outer corners of inner coil
midplanes

stacks of Kapton® strips of
adjustable thicknesses placed
within midplane caps

125-um-thick Kapton® cap
extending over midplane faces
of both inner and outer coils

G i l , placed outside pole caps;
nominal thicknesses:
1 mm for inner layer,
0.83+0.5 mm for outer layer

6xl25-[im-thick Kapton® caps
covering inner and outer coil
pole faces

L-shaped, 40-to-50-(im-thick
Kapton® reinforcementa) alter-
nated between outer corner of
inner coil midplane and inner
corner of outer coil midplane

n/a

125-[im-thick Kapton® cap
extending over midplane faces
of both inner and outer coils

200-fim-thick, L-shaped, CuSn6
F55 sheet + lxlOO-um-thick,
adhesive Kapton® tape, placed
inside collar cavity and covering
inner coil pole face

Gi l , placed outside pole caps +
adhesive Kapton® strips placed
within inner coil pole caps;
adjustable thicknesses

6xl25-nm-thick Kapton®
covering inner and outer coil
pole faces + 2xl25-(im-thick
Kapton® cap covering inner
coil pole face only

n/a

stacks of adhesive Kapton® strips
of adjustable thicknesses placed
outside mipdlane caps

50-nm-thick Kapton® caps
covering midplane faces of inner
and outer coils (one per coil)

25-fxm-thick Kapton® film with 40-nm-thick polyimide adhesive on one side; thickness under compression between 40 and 50 am
) outer layer cavity is 2x0.5 mm longer than design azimuthal size of outer coil package



Table 5(b). Summary of radial coil assembly of 50-mm-twin-aperture, 10-m-long LHC dipole magnet prototypes (straight parts).

Ansaldo Noell Alsthom/Jeumont Elin/Holec

Inter-Layer Spacer

Quench Heater

Ground Insulation

500-jxm-thick G i l spacer cut-
out in a fishbone pattern

15-mm-wide, 25-um-thick,a)
copper clad, stainless steel
strips glued on outer side of a
125-nm-thick Kapton® foil.
The foil covers outer surface of
outer coil but does not extend
over outer coil pole face

500-[xm-thick Gl 1 spacer cut-
out in a fishbone pattern

15-mm-wide, 25-[im-thick,a)
copper clad, stainless steel
strips glued on outer side of a
125-nm-thick Kapton® foil.
The foil covers outer surface
and pole face of outer coil

500-(Am-thick Gi l spacer cut-
out in a fishbone pattern

15-mm-wide, 25-um-thick,a)
copper-clad, stainless steel
strips sandwiched between two
125-um-thick Kapton® foils.b)
The foils cover outer surface
and pole face of outer coil

500-um-thick Gl 1 spacer cut-
out in a fishbone pattern

15-mm-wide, 25-um-thick a)
copper-clad, stainless steel
strips glued on outer side of a
125-um-thick Kapton® foil.
The foil covers outer surface
and pole face of outer coil

4xl25-u.m-thick Kapton® foils 4xl25-um-thick Kapton® foils 3xl25-um-thick Kapton® foils 4xl25-um-thick Kapton® foils
covering quench heater and covering quench heater and covering quench heater and covering quench heater and
outer coil pole face outer coil pole face outer coil pole face outer coil pole face

Coil Protection Sheet(s) 316 LN, 700 um thick CuSn6 F48,700 \im thick CuSn6 F48,700 urn thick lxlSO-^m-thick Kapton® sheet
+lx500-um-thick BeCu sheet

a) actual thickness: 27 to 28 um
b) actual overall thickness: 295 um
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Table 6. Summary of collar design and assembly for 50-mm-twin-aperture, 10-m-long LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

Ansaldo Noell Alsthom/Jeumont Elin/Holec

Material

Type

Fabrication

Thickness/Width3)

Sub-Assembly

Collar Spacing

Number of Packs

Final Assembly

Aluminium

(2014 T6 from Amag)

combined; main and floating

fine blanked by Malvestiti

3 mm/38.5 mm
main and floating collars
stacked into packs, held by
four 316-LN rods inserted
after being plunged in LN2

50-um-thick Kapton® washers
between every lamination

straight section: 51x169+
1x276 mm,b)
layer jump: 1x151 mm,
ends:c> 1x196+1x36 mm

collar packs locked around
coils by 3 10-m-long, 316-LN
tie rods located at midplane:
1 central (C) and 2 side (S)
rods. Final rod diameters are:

Magnet C S
MTP1A1: 21.90 mm, 13.95 mm
MTP1A2: 21.95 mm, 13.95 mm
MTP1A3: 22.00 mm, 13.95 mm

Aluminium

(2014 T6 from Amag)

combined; main and floating

fine blanked by Malvestiti

3 mm/38.5 mm
main and floating collars
stacked into packs, held by
four 316-LN rods inserted
after being plunged in LN2

50-|xm-thick aluminium
washers between every
lamination

straight section: 102x86+
1x86 mm,b)
layer jump: 1x80+1x86 mm,
ends:0) 3x67+1x37 mm

collar packs locked around
coils by 3 10-m-long, 316-LN
tie rods located at midplane:
one 22 mrn central rod and
two 14 mm side rods.
On MTP1N1: rods hammered
into place.
On MPT1N2: rods inserted after
being cooled down with LN2.

Aluminium (5083 G35
DIN from Reynolds)

separate; main and floating

fine blanked by Garconnet

3 mm/43.2 mm

main and floating collars
joined by pairs by stainless
steel rivets

60-(xm spacing between collar
pairs given by embosses
obtained during punching

collar pairs locked around
coils by 4 10-m-long, 16-mm-
diameter 316 LN tie rods (2
above and 2 below midplane)

Stainless Steel

(UNS 21904 from Ugine)

separate; main and floating

fine blanked by Garconnet

2 mm/31 mm
main and floating collars
stacked into packs, held by
four 316-LN rods forced
into place under a press

80-um spacing between every
lamination given by embosses
obtained during punching

straight section: 112x79.04 mm,
layer jump: 1x79.04+1x87.36 mm,
ends:c> 2x79.04+1x87.33 mm,

collar packs locked around
coils by 450-mm-long, 316-LN
tapered keys inserted into
4 keyways at collar sides (2
above and 2 below midplane)

a) in the radial direction, estimated as outer radius minus outer coil cavity radius ^special pack length adjusted during assembly c)same for both ends
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Table 7. Summary of yoke design and assembly for 50-mm-twin-aperture, 10-m-long LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

Ansaldo Noell Alsthom/Jeumont Elin/Holec

Material

Type

Specific Features

Fabrication

low carbon steel (Spec AT/MA low carbon steel (Spec AT/MA
90-20; from Cockrill) 90-20; from Cockrill)

two-piece, vertically split
(same as Noell)

2 magnetic inserts and 2 alu-
minium control gap spacers
(aluminium from Antico; pre-
cisely machined at Ansaldo)

two-piece, vertically split
(same as Ansaldo)

2 magnetic inserts and 2 stain-
less steel assembly clamps

fine blanked by Klockner; fine blanked by Klockner
control gap spacer slots punched
by Ansaldo subcontractor

Thickness/Outer Radius 5 mm/279.5 mm

Y1 Sub-Assembly

Helium Venting

Number of Modules

Final Assembly

n/a

one special lamination every
meter with machined slots

n/a

laminations stacked into 10-
m-long half-yoke assemblies
held by full-length tie rods;
yoke midplane gap controlled
by two precisely machined
aluminium control gap spacers

low carbon steel (Spec AT/MA low carbon steel (Spec AT/MA
90-20; from Cockrill) 90-20; from Cockrill)

Two-piece, vertically split

1 316 LN central spacer;
half yoke assemblies welded
together

5 mm/279.5 mm

laminations stacked into mod-
ules, compressed to a packing
factor of 98 to 99%, riveted by
316 LN tubes flared at one end

one special lamination per
module with machined slots

straight section: 11x800 mm
ends: lx270a)+lxl26b)mm

modules held by 10-m-long,
316 LN tie rods inserted inside
the flared-end tubes; half-yoke
assemblies locked together by
two precisely machined clamps
located at yoke midplane

three-piece (2 outer and 1 central),
vertically split

three yoke pieces aligned with
respect to each other by four
15x15 mm 304 L rectangular keys
(500 mm unit length)

fine blanked by Garconnet fine blanked by Garconnet

5 mm/300 mm

laminations stacked into mod-
ules, compressed to a packing
factor of 95 to 96%, riveted by
316 LN tubes flared at one end

one special lamination per
module with machined slots

5 mm/289 mm

laminations stacked into mod-
ules, compressed to a packing
factor of about 99%, riveted by
316 LN tubes flared at both ends

one special central lamination
every meter with machined slots

straight section: 26x298 mm straight section: 17x500 mm
ends: Ix270a)+lx298c)or 284b> ends: lx466e)+lx500f) mm
+lx278a)+lx20d)mm

yoke modules slid around col-
lared-coil assembly; held by 10-
m-long, 316 LN tie rods insert-
ed inside the flared-end tubes;
half-yoke assemblies welded
together at yoke midplane

modules held by 10-m-long,
316 LN tie rods inserted inside
the flared-end tubes; three yoke
parts aligned with respect to each
other by four rectangular keys

a) both sides
") both sides, instrumented

b) non-connection side, length to be adjusted during assembly
e) outer yoke: connection side, central yoke: non-connection side

c) connection side
f) outer yoke: non-connection side, central yoke: connection side
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Table 8. Summary of shell design and assembly for 50-mm-twin-aperture, 10-m-long LHC dipole magnet prototypes.

Ansaldo Noell Alsthom/Jeumont Elin/Holec

Material

Specific Features

Fabrication

stainless steel (316 LN; from
Avesta (MTP1A1) and Creusot
Loire (MTP1A2 and A3)).

anti-torsion key on bottom of
one half-shell (MTP1A3 only)

for MTP1A1: 5-m-long plates
rolled to a cylinder and joined
by circumferential weld; inner
and outer diameters precisely
machined; cut into half-shells;
machined chamfers for final
welding operation (Scai)
for MTP1A2 and A3: 2-m-long
plates rolled into half shells at
SDMS and joined by welds at
(Ansaldo)

Thickness/Outer Radius 10 mm/280 mm

Developed Length of
half-shell(s)

Assembly

MTP1A1: 875.16/877.48 mm
MTP1A2: 875.47/876.47 mm
MTP1A3: 879.32/880.80 mm

stainless steel (316 LN; from
Creusot Loire)

anti-torsion keys on bottom of
both half-shells

10-m-long plates rolled in a 3
cylinder press to a 600-mm-
outer diameter cylinder;
cylinder passed through a
calibrated press to improve
geometry; cut into half-shells;
machined chamfers for final
welding operation; full-length
anti-torsion keys welded at
bottom of half-shells

10 mm/280

MTP1N1: 879.23/879.29
MTP1N2: 879.33/879.17

cold mass placed on two-part
fixture held by tie rods; tie rods
set under press; fixture removed
from press before welding; 18
TIG seams
MTP1A1: 1.7-mm-gap;a) first 6
to 7 seams hammered
MTP1A2: almost no gap;a) ham-
mering after 6th and 9th seams
MTP1A3: no gap;a) no hammering

no gap between shell chamfers;
11 TIG passes; no hammering

stainless steel (316 LN-Z3
CND 17 12 AZ; from
Creusot Loire)

stainless steel strips on both
sides of yoke assembly
midplane

stainless steel (316 LN; from
Creusot Loire)

anti-torsion bars on both
sides of yoke assembly
midplane

half-shells obtained by bending half-shells obtained by bending
of 10-m-long plates in steps of of 5-m-long plates in succesive
20 mm; machined chamfers for steps; plates EB welded in a jig;
final welding operation (Buting) machined chamfer for final wel-

ding operation (Schelde)

10 mm/310 mm

934±0.5 mm

half-shell chamfers welded to
stainless steel strips placed in
grooves on both sides of yoke
assembly midplane; 19 TIG
seams, seams 4 through 14
hammered

10 mm/300 mm

877.5 (+1/-0) mm

half-shell chamfers welded to
anti-torsion bars on both sides
of yoke assembly midplane
(bar mid-thickness: 31 mm);
1 root and 1 homogeneization
TIG seams followed by 5 MIG
seams; no hammering

a) between half-shell chamfers
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Conductor distribution in a quadrant of a coil assembly of a 10-m-Long,

50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype.

Figure 2. Cross-sectional views of the cold masses of 10-m-Long, 50-mm-twin-

aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes: (a) Ansaldo magnets MTP1A1,

MTP1A2 and MTP1A3, (b) Noell magnets MTP1N1 and MTP1N2,

(c) Alsthom/Jeumont magnet MTP1AJ and (d) Elin/Holec magnet

MTP1EH.

Figure 3. Perspective view of the electrical connection between the two layers of a

pole of 10-m-long, 50-mm-twin-aperture LHC/Noell dipole magnet

prototypes.

Figure 4. Schematics of cable insulation wrapping: (a) for the cables used in the

Ansaldo and Noell prototypes and (b) for the cables used in magnets

MTP1AJ and MTP1EH.

Figure 5. Generic drawing of a coil assembly quadrant of a 10-m-Long, 50-mm-

twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype.

Figure 6. Details of the extremities of main and floating collar arms: (a) for the

collars used in the Ansaldo and Noell prototypes and (b) for the collars

used in magnet MTP1AJ.

Figure 7. Drawing of the yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-long, 50-mm-

twin-aperture LHC/Noell dipole magnet prototypes: (a) general drawing

and (b) detail of tapers.

Figure 8. Drawing of the yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-long, 50-mm-

twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype MTP1AJ.
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Figure 9. Drawings of the yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-Iong, 50-mm-

twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype MTP1EH: (a) outer

lamination and (b) central lamination.
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Figure 1. Conductor distribution in a quadrant of a coil assembly of a 10-m-Long,

50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype.
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Figure 2(b). Cross-sectional view of the cold masses of 10-m-Long, 50-mm-twin-

aperture LHC dipole magnet prototypes MTPINI and MTP1N2.
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Figure 2(c). Cross-sectional view of the cold mass of 10-m-Long, 50-mm-twin-

aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype MTPIAJ.
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Figure 2(d). Cross-sectional view of the cold mass of 10-m-Long, 50-mm-twin-

aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype MTPIEH.
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Figure 4(b). Schematic of insulation wrapping for the cables used in magnets MTPIAJ

and MTPIEH.
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Figure 5. Generic drawing of a coil assembly quadrant of a 10-m-Long, 50-mm-

twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype.
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Figure 6(a). Details of the extremities of the main and floating collar arms used in the

Ansaldo and Noell prototypes.
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Figure 6(b). Drawing of the collars used in the Alsthom/Jeumont prototype.
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Figure 7(a). General drawing of the yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-long,

50-mm-twin-aperture LHC/Noell dipole magnet prototypes.
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Figure 7(b). Detail of the tapers of the yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-long,

50-mm-twin-aperture LHC/Noell dipole magnet prototypes.
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Figure 8. Drawing of the yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-long, 50-mm-

twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype MTPIAJ.
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Figure 9(a). Drawings of the outer yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-long, 50-

mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype.
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Figure 9(b). Drawings of the central yoke laminations used in the body of 10-m-long,

50-mm-twin-aperture LHC dipole magnet prototype.
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